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Why we are moving to a shared service structure
Creates a more powerful organizational structure by which Delhaize America
banners can compete and realize their strategic objectives

Improves effectiveness and efficiency of support functions through shared
best practices and systems

Reduces our procurement cost of goods sold in addition to the savings
generated by the supply chain network

Creates consistent processes and programs for shared service support functions
and systems that will allow for:
• Faster implementation and adoption of best practices
• Elimination of redundancies
• Ongoing focus on meeting local consumer needs
• Faster acquisition integration
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Shared services evolution to date

2008
Launch of
master supply chain
and IT convergence
Multiple operating
companies
p
that
cooperate and
coordinate

2010

2011

Launch of Delhaize
America

Launch of shared
category
management

Creation of common
HR, accounting,
g
finance, and IT

One operations
organization
g
partnered with
shared services

Convergence continuum
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Shared services are enablers to deliver banner
go-to-market strategies

Go to market
strategy

Go to market
strategy

Go to market
strategy

Go to market
strategy

« get your
lion’s share »

« inspiring
healthy choices
for life »

« price with
energy »

« live fresh for
less »

C
Common
supply
l chain
h i
Common procurement
Shared services: IT, HR, finance
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What we have learned along the way
What worked well?

Where did we experience
difficulty?

Convergence strategy plan was
executed

Transition timing exceeded
expectations on some projects

Co-location approach preserved
critical company knowledge

Standardizing business
processes harder than expected

Retail operations supported
throughout the transition

Change management support

System conversions (supply
chain and procurement)

Aggressive system convergence
strained the organization
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Varying levels of maturity exist across shared
services
• Converted to common platforms
• Associates at peak efficiency
• Operating model fully deployed

• Conversion problems resolved
• Service levels returned to normal
• Standardized business processes

Optimize
Effective
Common
• Major business systems converted
• Corporate policies standardized
pp where needed
• External support

Converge
•
•
•
•

6

Operating under one leadership
Structure defined and in transition
Best practices not standardized
Decision rights put in place
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Path to shared services maturity brings additional
costs in the early phases
Cost

Converge

Common

Effective

Optimize

Current state

Time
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Conclusion
•

We made a number of structural changes over the last couple of
years.

•

These structural changes increase speed of decision making while
delivering clear lines of accountability.
accountability

•

We continue to identify opportunities where transactional activities can
be harmonized.

•

A good balance has been found between enabling growth and being a
more effective organization.

•

Our shared service organization continues to mature while already
supporting important growth initiatives.

•

Alignment around common goals, systems and processes has made
Delhaize America into one team.
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